I am writing this to leave a record of my actions, however
they come out, so all may know the truth. All these years, I
have been making plans, and they are finally coming to
fruition. I have designed a safeguard, to ensure my work does not fall
into the wrong hands. Along my path through Reau, I will leave parts
of this message locked behind vaults that can only be opened by a
certain person. The giver of gifts—that strange, gray-robed figure—
will choose the person, and the key will form itself to that choice.
At the end of the path, in a cave outside the city, I will leave a key
that can only be opened by all four together. If I must turn to Plan
Aalephaz, that alone can end it once it is begun, if for some reason it
must be ended. If I fail, the final key will not be needed. My life’s work
will tear itself apart, leaving me stranded on the other side.
In ancient times, a portal was opened to what we believe is
a parallel world, a less developed world. Though many
believe it is useless and barbaric, my gifts have shown me
what that world will become: a place of marvels far
exceeding our own, despite its late start. They will explore
the stars with great manned machines while we here stay on the
ground forever, too caught up in worldly things to look to the
heavens. I wish to bring this wondrous technology to Reau, but I
cannot wait thousands of years for them to develop it naturally. I
must go there and guide them more rapidly along that road to the
stars. Tomorrow I arrive at the Causeway, where I will be let through
or forever end the guardian’s monopoly on interdimensional travel.

The guardian would not let me through. Only she has the
power to control that portal, otherwise I would take it from
her. Instead, it’s time for Plan Aalephaz. I believe I have
discovered the method of making portals in a forgotten room
in the library of Tambron. I have deciphered the text in the
next section and will begin the process outside Alessima tomorrow.
The original book has been destroyed to keep the knowledge out of
other hands.
My plans have leaked, somehow. It seems like half the city
has gathered here to see my unknown “spectacle.” They do
not know what will happen, only that something will, and
that it will change the world. Or, rather, worlds.
I believe I have found a planet that can sustain life. While
the old lady of the Causeway guards a portal to another version of the
world, I will have a portal to an entirely new world. I will call it Otreau
because it will be better than Reau, a world apart.

